Predictive control has now reached a mature level. However, a unification of long-range predictive controllers, such as UPC (Unified Predictive control), GPC (Generalized Predictive Control) and Partial State Model Reference Control (PSMRC) is still lacking. This paper presents Global Predictive Control (GlobPC), which unifies, for stable processes, these controllers.
INTRODUCTION
There is a wide variety of long-range predictive controllers such as Dynamic Matrix Control and Unified Predictive Control [11] [12] [13] (UPC). They differ by the process model formulation, the treatment of the disturbances, the criterion formulation, the use of filters to specify the required performances and the assumptions made about the future control actions. When faced to the problem of teaching predictive control to the process engineers, the choice is either to select one of them, or to define a new formalism and terminology and thus increasing the number of available tools. From various teaching experiments it was found that the best would be to use a presentation which incorporates all the features of the various predictive algorithms, and at the same time is easy to explain. One method to make predictive controllers understandable is to clearly separate, into different modules, the various pieces of the algorithm in such a way that each module performs a well defined task.
Although GPC is a very powerful control algorithm, it is difficult to explain to non-experts in control because, in the prediction step of the controller, it mixes deterministic and stochastic predictions. Also the model following transfer function P(q ) are used for different purposes at the same time and their selection requires the designer to be quite familiar with the elements which control closed-loop dynamics. UPC adds to GPC a generalized dynamic weighting of the control actions, but as GPC does not perfectly decouple tracking and regulation performances since many tuning parameters, such as the horizons and weigths, influence both modes of control at the same time. PSMRC adds to UPC and GPC, the possibility of obtaining completely independent performances (even for horizons and weights tuning) for setpoint tracking and disturbance rejection (regulation). However, it is difficult to teach it when following the presentation made by the authors. Furthermore it does not
give the same flexibility for tuning the tracking and regulation performances since tracking performances are tuned by a pole-placement technique while regulation performances are obtained through optimal predictive control. The predictive controllers which uses the Internal Model Control (IMC) structure 14 , such as DMC, have the advantage of clearly separating the disturbance estimation part of the controller and the calculation of the control actions, although the internal model control structure cannot be applied to unstable processes. Indeed, the IMC structure can be used for designing controllers for unstable processes but the resulting controllers cannot be implemented as such 15 .
From the evaluation of the various presentations of predictive controllers, it was finally decided :
1) to create a structure which completely separates the setpoint control (tracking), the measured disturbance compensation (feedforward) and the unmeasured disturbance rejection (regulation) by using three independent controllers; 2) to separately define the required performances for tracking, feedforward and regulation (three reference models); 3) to separate the stochastic predictors from the controllers; 4) to use the internal model control scheme for separating the disturbance estimation from its rejection; 5) to use the state-space approach for a more easy unification of both monovariable and multivariable controllers, and also for having the possibility to use parametrized phenomenological models of the processes and to control unmeasured states.
The paper first presents the overall structure of the control scheme and of the predictive controller. Then the calculation procedure of the control actions of the three predictive controllers are given. In the next section, the computations involved in the three predictors are described. In the discussion part, GlobPC is compared with UPC and PSMRC which are shown to be particular cases of GlobPC. Finally, an application to a pilot plant illustrates the benefits of the method.
The objective of the paper is neither to rigorously demonstrate the properties of linear predictive control, nor to reinvent the techniques which have been documented by many control theoreticians. It is just to propose a scheme which has been found efficient for teaching engineering control practice to process engineers, and for designing control strategies that are easy to tune and can efficiently be applied in the field of continuous production processes such as those of the mineral, metal, cement, chemical and pulp and paper industries.
GLOBAL PREDICTIVE CONTROL LAW
The GlobPC algorithm is based on an Internal Model Control structure where the tracking, regulation and feedforward dynamics of the controlled system are obtained by minimizing three independent quadratic cost functions, as suggested by Hodouin and co-authors 16 . The IMC structure and implementation restricts GlobPC to stable processes 15 . Figure 1 shows the structure of the process model. At this stage, the representation of the models
) and G v (q -1 ) can be transfer matrices or state-space equations. If they are transfer matrices, they will be subsequently converted to state-space equations. The n u and n y process inputs and outputs are u(t) and y(t). The signals ξ(t) and ζ(t) are the white noises generating the unmeasured (y ξ (t)) and measured disturbances (v(t)) :
Figure 1
The desired performances of the controlled process are defined by three independent models as shown in Figure 2 . The desired reference trajectory r Σ (t) is the sum of three reference trajectories for tracking r T (t), for regulation r R (t) and feedforward r F (t). The controller will be designed in such a way that y(t) is optimally close to r Σ (t). The three reference models G T (q -1 ), G R (q -1 ) and
) are specifications, defined by the controller designer, which are selected with respect to the open-loop process dynamics. The inputs of each reference model are the tracking setpoints (w T (t)), the regulation setpoints (w R (t)) and the feedforward setpoints (w F (t)).
Figure 2
Three independent predictive controllers are used, as shown in Figure 3 , for tracking (C T ), regulation (C R ) and feedforward (C F ). The control action vector u(t) is the sum of u T (t), the tracking control actions, u F (t), the feedforward control actions and u R (t), the regulation control actions.
Figure 3

1 Setpoint tracking
When the process outputs and the disturbances are not measured, the only possible actions are the tracking control actions u T (t). If the process is not disturbed, this pure tracking controller is sufficient to adequately control the process, provided that there is no modelling error. The tracking control actions are calculated by the tracking optimal controller C T . The tracking setpoints are denoted w T (t). The tracking reference trajectories r T (t) are calculated using the multivariable tracking reference model G T (q -1 ). The predictions of the whole vector r T (t) over a future horizon from time , and so on. Only to make it easier, the same prediction horizon is used for each component of r T (t).
Feedforward compensation
Suppose now that there are no setpoint changes and that the process outputs are not measured. ). To fight these measured disturbances, the feedforward control actions must be such that their effects on the process outputs are -y v (t), which therefore correspond to the feedforward setpoints w F (t). As in the tracking situation, the corresponding reference trajectories r F (t) are predicted by
) which is a stochastic predictor based on the model -
). The predicted
are then fed to an optimal controller C F which calculates u F (t) in a sequence of operations similar to those for the calculation of the tracking control action u T (t).
The same prediction horizon is used for each component of r F (t).
Regulatory control
If there are no setpoint changes and if the disturbances v(t) are not measured, the only possible control actions are given by the regulation algorithm which compensates for the disturbances and the modelling errors. The differences between the model and the process outputs (modelling errors and unmeasured disturbances) are used as in the IMC structure. The resulting signal y ξ (t) is an estimate of the unmeasured disturbances. The control actions must be calculated so that their effects on the model outputs will cancel out y ξ (t). Therefore, their setpoints w R (t) must be -y ξ (t).
As above, a reference model
) is used to generate the regulation reference trajectories r R (t).
) calculates the predictions of the reference trajectories
(same horizon for each component of r R (t)) and an optimal controller C R , similar to the tracking and feedforward ones, minimizes a quadratic cost function in order to obtain the regulation control actions u R (t).
Generic predictive controller
The controller C (C T , C F or C R ) is depicted in Figure 4 . In the following, the index T, F, R are omitted to alleviate the notation but it must be remembered that it affects all variables. The controller involves the calculation of the vector u(t; t+H P -1), the trajectory of the control actions u(t) (u T (t), u F (t) or u R (t)), from time t to t + H P -1, where H P is the prediction horizon, submitted to S(q The criterion to be minimized with respect to u(t) is the following quadratic expression J (J T , J F or
where the variables ε(t+H S ; t+H P ) and U'(t; t+H P -1) are the values of e(t) and u'(t) along the trajectories defined by the horizons and are given by :
i.e. the filtered values of the deviations of the partial state ~( ) y t to the reference trajectory ) (t r and the filtered control actions. The partial state normally corresponds to the output of the
) which does not contain the unstable zeros but it may also be used to eliminate process dynamics such as poorly damped zeros which are not desired to be controlled.
) must have the same gain as
warrants the stability of the controller even for one-step ahead predictions, however this feature is not compulsory.
The roles of the transfer matrices F(q -1
) and Q(q -1 ) are to weight the deviations e(t) and the control actions u(t) as a function of the frequency of their variations, i.e. they act as dynamic weighting factors in the controller.
In the quadratic criterion (2), W and Λ are matrices which are used to make a trade off between the control actions and the deviations to the reference trajectories. Also they are used to scale the process variables and weight the relative importance of the n y process outputs as well as those of the n u inputs. In Figure 4 , Ex stands for the operator which extracts the first value u(t) of the trajectory U(t; t+H P -1), since only the first one is applied to the process.
CALCULATION OF THE CONTROL ACTIONS
The control objective function (2) from t to t+H C -1 have to be calculated, from which the first values u(t) will be extracted and applied to the process. Since the calculation of u T (t), u F (t) and u R (t) of the three controllers follows the same scheme, only the generic case is presented, and the subscripts T, F, and R are omitted.
To minimize J with respect to U(t; t+H C -1), the vectors ε(t+H S ; t+H P ) and U'(t; t+H P -1) must be expressed as functions of U(t; t+H C -1).
For that purpose, the models
and are assumed to be in a state-space form generating e(t) from u(t) and r(t) :
and Q(q
) into a state-space form for generating u'(t)
Appendix A shows how to obtain the trajectories of the future filtered control actions and of the future deviations in terms of the past values of the control actions up to u(t -1) and of the present and future values of the control actions up to u(t+H C -1) :
From these expressions, one can rewrite the objective function J :
where :
and
The values of Γ, Θ, Φ and Ω can be calculated to form the tracking (J T ), feedforward (J F ) and regulation (J R ) criteria using the relevant model coefficients. Setting the derivative of J with respect to U(t; t+H C -1) to zero leads to the solution :
from which u(t) can be extracted, for each of the three controllers.
STOCHASTIC PREDICTIONS
As shown in the above section, the calculation of u(t), i.e. u T (t), u R (t) and u F (t) for each of the three controllers, requires the prediction of the reference trajectory R(t+H S ; t+H Figure 3 is thus the future trajectory of w T (t)), the three predictors of r F (t), r R (t) and r T (t) can be viewed as stochastic predictors.
To calculate ) ; (
, normally w T (t+h) is assumed to be equal to the last setpoint value w T (t). Frequently, as in the DMC, the disturbances y ξ (t+h) and v(t+h) are assumed to remain constant in the future at their last values y ξ (t) or v(t). These situations can be viewed as deterministic events, or more generally as stochastic events where the variations of w T (t), y ξ (t) and v(t) are interpreted as randomly occurring deterministic (ROD) step changes. One can process these cases either with deterministic predictors identical to the one presented in the appendix where the future inputs are known, or simply by stating that the stochastic generator (either SP or
)) is a pure integrator of a parsimonious white noise. The numerical results are obviously the same.
This section describes the equations for the stochastic prediction of ) ; (
. The stochastic models, which generate the signals r R (t) and r F (t), are respectively the models -
). They can be both represented by the following generic state space equation :
where the random events a(t) can be the white noises ξ(t) or ζ(t) and y S (t) the stochastic variables r R (t) or r F (t). This equation can be viewed also as the innovation model resulting of the application of a Kalman filter to a more general state-space model of the disturbances 17 . The driving random events are assumed to have the following property
[ ]
where E[ • ] is the mathematical expectation. By repetitive application of the state-space model and the estimation of a(t) by : 
where X S (t) is updated by
The parameters A S , B S , C S , K S and L S are calculated respectively for the models -
) for the predictions of ) ; ( (17) and (18).
DISCUSSION
GlobPC gathers the features of the most powerful predictive controllers, while offering a complete separation of the three control objectives of setpoint tracking, feedforward disturbance compensation and regulation. Each control objective is obtained using a reference model, a stochastic predictor and a predictive controller. All three controllers have exactly the same structure but allow independent tuning of the horizons and dynamic and static weighting factors. 
) (
is normally set to the identity matrix (no effect). When noises are present in the measurement, it can be used to filter them out, when the reference model does not play adequately this role. 6. The weighting W must, first of all, be used as a normalisation tool of the various process outputs. A good tuning method is simply to select a diagonal matrix of the squared inverse of the average accepted deviations between ) ( t y and ) (t r .
7. The weighting Λ is selected as a diagonal matrix of the squared inverse of the tolerated average variation of the control action amplitudes. Then this matrix is multiplied by a factor which tune the relative importance of the outputs and the inputs in the criterion. It is a fine tuning parameter used to smooth the control actions when necessary. GlobPC can be compared to other controllers. It is shown in the following that UPC and PSMRC are particular cases of GlobPC which offer less flexibility and modularity in the design and consequently are more difficult to explain and tune than GlobPC.
GlobPC and UPC
The control objective of the monovariable UPC consists of minimizing the following quadratic cost function in a receding horizon sense ) is a design transfer function. The model used to obtain the j-step ahead prediction is: . The signal ξ(t) is a white noise with zero mean and finite variance and v(t) is the measured disturbance. With UPC, it is possible to separately specify the tracking and regulation dynamics but, as a common controller is used for both tracking and regulation modes, truly independent behaviors cannot be obtained. 
J t H n t H t H n t H t H n t H t H n t H i
and if the UPC J function has the form
then U(t; t+H C -1) which minimizes J is equal to the sum of the U i ( ; )' t t H s from which it follows that J is minimum.
To have the properties (21) and (22) a first obvious condition is that n S are the same for J T , J R and J F . Furthermore, the size of the arrays in J and J i have to be the same, i.e :
In addition, to have the same sizes of the arrays as well the same γ coefficients, the polynomials
) and the transfer matrices Q(q -1 ) must be the same for J T , J R , J F and J :
Furthermore, it is obvious that the weighting factors must be identical for having properties (21) and (22) 
Now the conditions which warrant that the first coefficients in J i and J can be written as 
the coefficients α of (21) and (22) are identical.
Selecting :
the second terms of (36) and (37) are respectively identical to the second and third terms of (34).
The fourth term of (34) is identical to the second term of (35) when r(t) is equal to r T (t), i.e. when Finally the above Statement can be applied when the GlobPC tunings are given by (27) , (28), (29), (38), (39), (40) Note that PSRMC cannot be reproduced with UPC. 
GlobPC and PSMRC
A q y t B q q u t V q q v t C q t k k
The pole placement controller for the above model can be interpreted using pole placement performance indices : 
subject to ∆e u (t+j) = 0 for j ≥ H C . The variable e y (t + j/t) is the prediction of the output error e y (t), obtained using the performance-oriented model 7, 23 :
A q e t Be t P q Vv t P q C q t
The resulting control action is : 
where r(t) is the tracking reference trajectory. The closed-loop tracking dynamics are 24 :
The tracking dynamics are identical to the ones obtained with pole placement control and therefore do not depend on the quadratic cost function parameters and the design polynomial
The tracking dynamics are totally independent from the regulation and feedforward dynamics 23 allowing an easy way to obtain the desired tracking performance. However, it is not possible to directly weight the control action to achieve it, and therefore it may lead to a too much active controller output 25 . The regulation and feedforward performances are set by the parameters defining the cost function, H S , H P , H C and λ, and by the design polynomial P P (q -1 ). The roots of P P (q -1 ) are a subset of the poles of the regulation transfer function.
Although PSMRC is not limited to single-input single-output processes 26 , the demonstration of the equivalence between GlobPC and PSMRC will be demonstrated for this type of processes since multivariable PSMRC is usually based on an infinite horizon linear quadratic design 27 .
The control action of PSMRC, given by Equation (46), is the sum of two terms: the tracking action and the action for feedforward and regulation. With GlobPC, the following settings:
lead to the tracking cost function :
J r t k t y t k t T T T
which is minimized when :~(
the optimal tracking action is :
According to Equations (47), when there is no setpoint changes, the PSMRC output is:
and the output performance indice (Equation (44)) is : ) u(t) = 0 for t ≥ H C . Minimizing Equation (57) leads to the control action given by Equation (55) which is the controller output required to fight measured and unmeasured disturbances (including modelling errors). Therefore, the regulation and feedforward GlobPC parameters must be selected in such a way that the sum of u R (t) and u F (t) is equal to u(t)
calculated by Equation (55).
Equation (57) is a particular case of the UPC cost function (Equation (23)). Therefore, based on the developments showing that UPC can be obtained from GlobPC, the cost function (57) may be reproduced with GlobPC when the following parameters are used:
6. EXAMPLE Figure 3 shows that GlobPC displays a clean separation of the references models, of the three controllers and of the stochastic and deterministic predictors. Therefore, object-oriented programming is the ideal mean for implementing of the GlobPC algorithm. As illustrated in Figure 5 , only five different blocks need to be programmed: a linear model object, a sum object, a deterministic predictor object, a stochastic predictor object and an optimal controller object. For a real application, the operating points (nominal values of the measurements and manipulated variables when switching from the manual to the automatic modes) must also be taken into account 28 .
The proposed control scheme was written in C++ and a commercial SCADA software allowed real-time control of a pilot flotation column (the application is described in details in 29 control structure based on two monovariable GlobPC is illustrated in Figure 6 . Decoupling in one direction is performed using the feedforward path of a GlobPC. Since the coupling in the second direction is weak, it is not taken into account. The performances of the system are shown in Figure 7 . Very good control was achieved by tuning the regulation and feedforward paths with a faster dynamics than the tracking modes.
The example illustrates that GloPC, because of its well decomposed structure, is very flexible (use of the feedforward path for decoupling), easy to implement (only 5 different objects) and to tune (all control modes are independent). Reference 29 also shows that nonlinearities can be handled with GlobPC by using a family of linear models.
CONCLUSION
The key issue in GlobPC is to use three different controllers for tracking, disturbance rejection and feedforward, thus leading to perfect decoupling of all modes of control. A perfect separation between tracking and regulation dynamics was already available in PSMRC, while limited to onestep ahead setpoint tracking and long-range predictive regulation. GlobPC contains as a special case the GPC and UPC strategies which make use of a single objective function. The GlobPC structure, based on the internal model loop, cannot be implemented as such to control unstable processes. However, this structure exhibits many advantages, such as a clean separation of :
• the tracking, regulation and feedforward dynamics,
• the stochastic and deterministic predictions,
• the stochastic and deterministic parts of the controllers,
• the reference models for tracking, regulation and feedforward,
• the partial state and complete model output, Furthermore, the state-space representation simplifies the design of a single program for SISO and MIMO systems. All the well separated functions of the various parts of GlobPC make easier student training, control strategy design, computer object-programming and controller tuning.
One unsolved drawback of GlobPC is the difficulty to handle constraints because of the presence of three objective functions.
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To express U'(t; t+H P -1) as a function of U'(t; t+H C -1), it is necessary to add the constraint
where S(q 
with 0 and I being respectively zeros and identity matrices of order n u .
and where which is the Equation (7) with Ω = M' V 1 and M = M' V 2 .
The same calculation scheme applies to ε(t+H Replacing into (A.17) U(t; t+H P -1) by its expression of (A.14), one obtains Equation (8) 
